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Introduction 

What is the purpose of this document? 

The purpose of this manual is to provide instruction on using the Modular Mailer module. This includes how to: 

• Create a reusable email template 

• Create a chronological series of emails to be sent to customers 

• Automatically sign a customer up to receive a series of emails 

• Send an email to a selection of customers 

• Track who’s reading the emails you’ve sent, and which links in the email they’re following 

• Schedule an email for delivery either immediately or at a later date 

• Use QuickCode Tags to personalize emails for each recipient 

Prerequisites 

The instructions in this manual assume that the reader already has a basic understanding of how to construct a 

Plain Text or HTML email message; including working with HTML source code, and creating links, tables, styles and 

images for use in email. A tutorial on this prerequisite is outside the scope of this guide. However, if you require 

instruction on these items, many free resources and tutorials are available on the Internet, and a variety of books 

are available in the computer section of your local bookstore. 

 

Modular Mailer uses Customer Groups to determine the recipients of email messages. This manual assumes that 

the reader has a basic understanding of how to create and manage Customer Groups from within their store's 

administration area. A refresher course on Customer Groups can be found on page 36 of the Modular Merchant 

Administrator's Guide, available at: 

http://www.modularmerchant.com/docs/Admin_Manual.pdf 

 

This manual also makes use of selected Modular Merchant QuickCode Tags. A QuickCode Tag is a pseudo HTML tag 

developed by Modular Merchant, for use in your store’s webpage and email templates. A familiarity with using 

QuickCode Tags is assumed. 

 

A QuickCode Tag is formatted like this: {SAMPLE-QUICKCODE-TAG}. When viewed in a web browser, QuickCode 

Tags will be translated into the appropriate content. For example, {COMPANY-NAME} will display as your 

company’s name. Various QuickCode Tags are used to display custom content in your emails. More information on 

QuickCode Tags can be found in the online QuickCode glossary, available at: 

http://www.modularmerchant.com/quickcode/ 
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Terminology: What we’ll be calling things 

Let’s define the terms used throughout this guide: 

 

Modular Mailer: Modular Mailer is the name of this add-on module in your store’s administration area.  It is 

located at: [Navigation Menu > Modules > Modular Mailer]. It is sometimes referred to as simply Mailer by 

particularly savvy members of the Modular Merchant Support Staff. 

 

Customer Group: A Customer Group is a selection of customers that you create in your store’s administration 

area. Customers can be appended or removed from existing Customer Groups, or added to a new Customer Group, 

on the Search Customers page in your store’s administration area. A Customer Group Editor is also available in the 

Groups & Zones section of your store’s administration area. 

 

Email Queue: Every email that is created by Modular Mailer has a delivery date assigned to it – even if that 

delivery date is “now”. Emails with a delivery date in the future are stored in your store’s Email Delivery Queue 

until they are due for delivery. The emails in the Queue can be searched, reviewed, put on hold or deleted. 

 

Email Template: Every email delivered by the Modular Mailer system is based on a template you create. 

Templates contain the email’s contents, such as: who the email is from, the subject, text-only version of the 

message, HTML version of the message, and more. Each email message can have its own template. Multiple emails 

can also share the same email template. 

 

Email Series: A Series is a group of emails that will be delivered in chronological order. Each email in the series is 

referred to as a "Step". Use the Series Editor in the Modular Mailer administration area to create and manage email 

series. 

 

Series Step: A Step refers to an individual email included in an Email Series. Each email in the series is a separate 

step. Each step has its own scheduled delivery date, which can be minutes, hours, days or even weeks apart. Use 

the Series Editor in the Modular Mailer administration area to manage the steps within an Email Series. 

 

Email Instance: An Instance refers to an email message, or group of email messages, that have been scheduled 

for delivery to its recipient. Emails that are scheduled for delivery on a future date become an Instance as soon as 

they enter the Email Queue. Emails that are scheduled to be delivered immediately (and thus never wait in the 

Queue) become an Instance as soon as they leave the server on the way to their recipient. 

 

QuickCode™ Tag: A QuickCode Tag is a pseudo HTML tag developed by Modular Merchant, for use in your email 

templates. A QuickCode Tag is formatted like this: {SAMPLE-QUICKCODE-TAG}. When used in an email message 

created by Modular Mailer, QuickCode Tags will be translated into the appropriate content. For example, 

{COMPANY-NAME} will display as your company’s name. Many QuickCode Tags are available for displaying such 

things as the recipient’s name, email address, billing address, etc. 
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Modular Mailer Module Overview 

What does this module do? 

The Modular Mailer module is designed to allow the admin to do several things: 

• send a single personalized email message to a selection of customers (such as a newsletter), 

• create a series of personalized email messages that a customer will receive at specified dates, 

• automatically sign a customer up to receive a series of emails when they perform certain tasks, such as 

when they purchase a specified product (also known as an “autoresponder”). 

 

For instance, the examples throughout this manual will use a fictional store selling cat care accessories to 

demonstrate Modular Mailer’s capabilities. In this vein, Modular Mailer could be used to do the following… 

• Send a monthly newsletter to all the customers in the store. 

• Send an email advertising a special on cat leashes to all the customers who purchased a cat collar within 

the past 90 days. 

• Create a pre-made series of emails containing cat care tips that will automatically be sent to customers 

once a week over the next several months when they purchase a specific brand of cat food.  

What else does this module do? 

Whenever possible, this module will also track statistics about the emails it sends. Information such as which email 

instances have been opened by the recipient and which links in the email they’ve clicked on will be recorded in your 

store records. This data is recorded in real-time, and can be reviewed at any time in the Reports section of the 

module’s administration area. 

 

Note: Certain email applications will block this sort of tracking mechanism. However, if allowed by the recipient’s 

email program, Modular Mailer will track this information. 
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The availability and installation of the Modular Mailer module 
 

The Modular Mailer add-on module is located in the Modules section of your store’s administration area. (Located 

at: [Navigation Menu > Modules > Modular Mailer].) To coincide with anti-spam and other security precautions, 

several requirements must be met in order for the Modular Mailer service to be available in your account: 

• Modular Mailer requires account activation.  

(It is not available during an account’s free trial period.) 

 

• Modular Mailer is available with Marketplace 10K and higher accounts.  

(It is not available with Marketplace 1K and Marketplace 3K accounts.) 

 

• Modular Mailer requires a hosting account.  

(It is not available while a store is hosted in the “modularmerchant.com/clients/” starter area. This is 

because a dedicated IP address, which is included in a hosting account, is required.) 

 

When the above requirements are met, then the Modular Mailer module will automatically install itself in your 

store’s administration area, unlocking the module’s admin tools and adding several new options to the Product 

Editor. Once it is installed, it is ready to use. 
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Sections of the Modular Mailer module administration area 

Location of Administration Tools 

The Modular Mailer module’s admin tools are located in your store’s administration area at: [Navigation Menu > 

Modules > Modular Mailer]. The module’s home page is at this location. The module home page looks like this: 

 

 

 

Let’s look at each of these sections in more detail: 
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Modular Mailer Manual 

This is a link to the document you are now reading. Thank you for taking the time to read the manual. As the 

author of this manual, I can tell you that you’ve made my day. 

Email Delivery Queue 

The Email Delivery Queue (or simply Email Queue as it’s known by its friends) contains all the outgoing email 

messages that are scheduled for delivery. 

 

 

 

The sections of the Email Queue include: 

 

Search Email Queue 

A variety of search tools are provided to help you track down the queued emails you seek. Tip: To view all the 

emails in the queue, search for Recipient Email contains “@”, added to the queue between the dates January 1, 

2007 & December 31, 2015. That’s a quick way to find all the emails that are present in the Queue. 

 

Modular Mailer Email Queue (Search Results area) 

The queued emails that match the search criteria will be displayed here. Click one of the gray arrows below the 

column titles to sort by that column in either ascending or descending order. The search results will display 100 

results per page. If more than 100 results are returned, links to each page will be displayed at the bottom of the 

Search Results (not displayed in the above image). 

 

Queue SID 

System ID (SID) of the Email Queue database record. This number is assigned automatically by the Modular Mailer 

software. It is used for internal tracking purposes and cannot be edited. 

 

Date Added to Queue 

This displays the date and time the email message was added to the Email Queue. 
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Recipient Name & Email 

The name and email address that will be used as the recipient of the email. Click the customer's name to view their 

Customer Details page. Note: Any "test emails" – an option available when manually sending out an email instance 

– in the Queue do not have a name associated with them, so they will list the email address only. 

 

Series & Series Step 

The System ID (SID) number of the Email Series associated with this email. (If any.) Click on the Series SID to 

open it in the Series Editor. Also displayed is the specific step of the Email Series for this email. 

 

Email Template 

Displays the name of the template that will be used to generate this email. Click the template name to open it in 

the Email Template Editor. 

 

Send Date 

The date and time the email is scheduled to be delivered to the recipient. Typically, Modular Mailer scans the Email 

Delivery Queue for due messages every 15 minutes, and delivers a batch of emails that are due for delivery. The 

number of emails delivered in each batch may vary; because servers often throttle the amount of resources given 

to email delivery, to keep the server running at its tip-top capacity. 

 

Hold Status 

Messages in the Queue can be put on hold. If a message is on hold, an icon will be displayed. Mouse over the icon 

to see the date the message was put on hold. Messages that are due, but are on hold, will remain in the Queue and 

will not be delivered until taken off hold. 

 

Checkbox 

Select the checkbox for multiple items in the Queue to make mass edits. Checked items can be put on hold, taken 

off hold or deleted all at once using the options located directly below the Queue’s search results table. 
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Email Template Editor 

Every email delivered by the Modular Mailer system is based on a template. Templates contain the email’s 

contents, such as: who the email is from, the subject, text-only version of the message, HTML version of the 

message, and more. Use the Template Editor to manage the content of your email templates. 

 

 
 
The sections of the Template Editor include: 

 

Email Header Options 
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Subject 

The contents of the Subject field will be used as the subject (title) of the email message. The subject may 

contain up to 255 characters. Selected QuickCode Tags may be used in the Subject field. (See the Email 

QuickCode Tags section of this manual for more information on using QuickCode Tags in your email 

messages.) 

 

From Name and Email 

This will be the name and email address of the email's sender. To decrease the chances that your emails 

get stopped by spam filters, use an email address from your domain as the From address. (Example: 

good@MyWebsite.com vs. bad@SomeOtherWebsite.com) 

 

Reply-To 

This will be the email address used for replies and internal routing. To decrease the chances that your 

emails get stopped by spam filters, use an email address from your domain as the Reply-To address.  

 

Errors-To 

If delivery to the recipient fails, any error message returned by their email server will be delivered to this 

address. To decrease the chances that your emails get stopped by spam filters, use an email address from 

your domain as the Errors-To address.  

 

Plain Text Version of the Message 

Most email messages actually have two versions: a Plain Text and HTML version. Since some devices can't display 

HTML code, they will display the alternative Plain Text version of the email, if given the choice. To increase the 

chances of your email messages being received and legible, include a Plain Text version of your message whenever 

possible. 

 

Include Plain Text Version of email Message Checkbox 

Select this checkbox to display a text field containing the Plain Text version of your email message. If 

deselected, any existing Plain Text message will be deleted when the template is saved. 

 

Plain Text Message text field 

Enter the Plain Text version of the email message in this field. The Plain Text version of the email message 

cannot contain HTML code, images or CSS styles. (If it did, it wouldn't really be "Plain Text" anymore, 

would it?)  

 

Tip: Some email applications will insert extra line breaks into long lines of text. This can result in funny-

looking messages when the Plain Text email is viewed. For example: 

 

Email software has a nasty habit of breaking up lines of 

text in inconvenient 

places. Your carefully written sentence can 

end up looking like this. 
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To avoid having extra line breaks added to the Plain Text email message when viewed by the recipient, 

restrict each line in the Plain Text message to a maximum of 65 characters. 

 

HTML Version of the Message 

Include Plain HTML Version of email Message Checkbox 

Select this checkbox to display a text field containing the HTML version of your email message. If 

deselected, any existing HTML message will be deleted when the template is saved. 

 

HTML Message text field 

Enter HTML version of the email message in this field. The HTML version of the email message may 

contain HTML code, images or CSS styles. 

 

Important: An unsubscribe link is required in all email messages 

All Plain Text and HTML messages must contain an option for the customer to opt-out of the store's mailing list. By 

opting out, the customer will no longer receive any emails generated by the Modular Mailer module. To add an 

unsubscribe link to your email messages, use the {EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} QuickCode Tag. When the email is 

created, this QuickCode Tag will be translated to the URL of the unsubscribe page in your store. Here are some 

examples of using this QuickCode Tag: 

 

Example of using {EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} in a Plain Text email message 

Unsubscribe from future emails at: {EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} 

 

Example of using {EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} in a HTML email message 

<a href="{EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL}">Click this link to unsubscribe from future emails.</a>  

 

If the {EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} QuickCode Tag is not present in the Plain Text or HTML version of the email 

message, Modular Mailer will automatically append an unsubscribe link to the end of it when the email is delivered. 

 

Settings & Reporting Options 

Active 

Email templates can be set as either Active or Inactive. Make a template inactive to prevent any email 

that uses that template from being sent. Any message in the Email Delivery Queue that uses an inactive 

template will be treated as if it is on hold; the message will not be delivered even if it is due, while the 

template is inactive. 

 

Track Links / Clicks 

Select this option to track which links in the email have been clicked on by the recipient. These results will 

be available in the Reports section of the Modular Mailer module's administration area. This option will 

change the format of the links in the HTML version of the email. The links will be changed to point to a 

tracking page in the shopping cart. The tracking page will record the click and then forward the user to the 

original link destination. This entire process is instantaneous and invisible to the user. Note: This feature 

only works with the HTML versions of emails. 
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Track Message Opens / Reads 

Select this option to record the date the email was most recently opened by the recipient, if available. 

These results will be available in the Reports section of the Modular Mailer module's administration area. 

Note: This feature only works with HTML emails. Also, some email applications will block this feature, 

preventing the Open Date from being recorded. 

 

Save / Update Template Options 

Do not save your changes to this template 

Select this option to scrap any changes you've made to this template and continue to the either the main 

menu or the Send an Email screen. 
 

Save/Update the template 

Select this option to save any changes you've made to this template and continue to the either the main 

menu or the Send an Email screen. 
 

Save as a new template 

Select this option to save any changes you've made to this template as a new email template and 

continue to the either the main menu or the Send an Email screen. 
 

Start Over button 

Clicking this button will scrap any changes, remove all of the email template's data from memory, and return you 

to the Select a Template screen. 

 

Save & Return to Menu button 

Clicking this button will save any changes to the email template and then return you to the Modular Mailer 

module's main menu page. 

 

Save & Send an Email button 

Clicking this button will save any changes to the email template and load the Send an Email screen, where you can 

use this template to send an email to a selection of customers. 
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Email Series Editor 

Once you've mastered email templates, you're ready to create an Email Series. A series is a group of emails that 

will be delivered in chronological order. Each email in the series is referred to as a "Step". Each step in the series 

has its own delivery date, which can be minutes, hours, days, or even weeks apart.  

 

 

 

The sections of the Series Editor include: 

 

Series Name 

The Series Name is only displayed in the administration area. Customers never see it. Give each Series a unique, 

descriptive name. The Series Name can contain up to 255 characters. 

 

Series SID 

System ID (SID) of the Email Series database record. This number is assigned automatically by the Modular Mailer 

software. It is used for internal tracking purposes and cannot be edited. 

 

Series Steps 

The Series Steps section of the Series Editor will list information for all the steps that the Series contains.  
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Series Step 

Each Step will be listed in chronological order, calculated by how long after the customer has joined the 

series the Step's email is to be sent. For example: In the sample image above, the email in Step 1 will be 

delivered 45 minutes after the customer joins the Series. Step 2 will be delivered 6 hours and 15 minutes 

after the customer joins the series. If a new, third Step is added with a scheduled Delivery Date of 2 

hours, it will be inserted between the current Steps 1 and 2 when the Series is saved. All the Series Steps 

will then be renumbered, based on the new chronological order. 

 

The numbering of the Series Steps is always recalculated, based on each Step's Delivery Date, when 

changes to the Series are saved. This means that new Steps can be added to a Series after a customer 

has already joined the Series. If a new Step is added to a Series that comes after the customer's current 

Step, the new Step will be used. This means that changes made to a Series will be retroactively applied 

to customers subscribed to that Series whenever possible. 

 

Email Template 

Select the Email Template to be used for the email generated when the Series Step is triggered. The 

selected template will be used to construct the email message when it is delivered. This means that you 

can continue to make changes to the Email Template up until the instant the Step's email is generated. 

 

Delivery Options 

Select how long after the customer joins the series the Step will be triggered. All delivery dates are based 

on the date the customer joins the series. Remember: Delivery dates are based on the original join date, 

and not based on the date the email from the previous Step was delivered. Selecting a Delivery Date will 

display an example of when the Step would be triggered. (Not shown in sample image.) 

 

Delete Selected Steps 

Clicking this button will delete selected Steps from the Series. 

 

Save Changes to this Series 

Clicking this button will add the newest Step to the Series (if any) and will recalculate the order of the Series 

Steps, based on each Step's Delivery Date. 
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Send an Email Batch 

The Modular Mailer module's home page includes a tool to quickly send an email to a selection of customers. You 

will have the opportunity to review and optionally schedule the message before it is sent. This tool has two parts: 

 

 

 

Step 1: Select an Email Template 

This menu will list all of the active Email Templates in your account. Select the desired Email Template from this 

menu. 

 

Step 2: Select Customer Group(s) to send the email to 

Next, select the Customer Groups to send the email to. This section of the tool will display two menus.  

 

The menu on the left, titled Unselected Customer Groups, will display all of the available Customer Groups in red 

text. These are the Customer Groups that will not receive this email message.  

 

The menu on the right, titled Recipients, will display all of the selected Customer Groups in green text. These are 

the Customer Groups that will receive this email message.  

 

To add Customer Groups to the Recipients list, follow these steps: 

1. Select one or more Customer Groups from the Unselected Customer Groups menu. (Hold the CTRL button 

to select multiple Customer Groups from this menu.) 

2. Click the ">>" button to move the selected Customer Groups from the Unselected Customer Groups menu 

to the Recipients menu. 

 

Use the "<<" button to move Customer Groups from the Recipients menu back to the Unselected Customer Groups 

menu. 

 

Click the Preview & Send this Email button to review the email message that will be sent to the customers included 

in the Customer Groups listed in the Recipients menu, and then send the email. 
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Reports 

The Reports area displays statistics about the email messages that have been sent using the Modular Mailer 

module. This includes both emails from Series and those manually sent using the Send an Email tool. 

 

 

 

The sections of the Historical Email Report include: 

 

Search Email History 

A variety of search tools are provided to help you track down the delivered emails you seek. Tip: To view all the 

emails in the history, search for Recipient Email contains “@”, added to the queue between the dates January 1, 

2007 & December 31, 2015. That’s a quick way to find all the emails that are present in the history. 

 

Modular Mailer Email History (Search Results area) 

The historical emails that match the search criteria will be displayed here. Click one of the gray arrows below the 

column titles to sort by that column in either ascending or descending order. The search results will display 100 

results per page. If more than 100 results are returned, links to each page will be displayed at the bottom of the 

Search Results (not displayed in the above image). 

 

History SID 

System ID (SID) of the Email History database record. This number is assigned automatically by the Modular Mailer 

software. It is used for internal tracking purposes and cannot be edited. 

 

Date Sent 

This displays the date and time the email message was sent to the recipient. 

 

Recipient Name & Email 

The name and email address of the email's recipient. Click the customer's name to view their Customer Details 

page. Note: Any "test emails" – an option available when manually sending out an email instance – in the History 

do not have a name associated with them, so they will list the email address only. 
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Series & Series Step 

The System ID (SID) number of the Email Series associated with this email. (If any.) Click on the Series SID to 

open it in the Series Editor. Also displayed is the specific step of the Email Series for this email. 

 

Email Template 

Displays the name of the template used to generate this email. Click the template name to open it in the Email 

Template Editor. 

 

Date Opened 

If the "Track Message Opens/Reads" option has been selected for this Email Template, and the recipient's email 

program allows it, then this field will display the date and time the HTML version of the email message was most 

recently viewed by the recipient. 

 

Clicks 

If the "Track Links/Clicks" option has been selected for this Email Template then this field will display the number 

of times any links in the HTML version of the email message have been clicked on by the recipient. 
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Additions to the Customer Details Page 

Modular Mailer adds options to the Customer Details Page for managing the customer’s Email Series subscriptions. 

The Customer Details Page can be accessed at: [Navigation Menu > Customers > Search Customers]. On the 

Search Customers page, select a customer and click the “magnifying glass” icon. This will open the Customer 

Details Page. Locate the section of the Customer Details Page titled Customer’s Email Series Subscriptions. 

 

The Customer’s Email Series Subscriptions section of the Customer Details Page includes several options: 

 

 

 

Series SID 

System ID (SID) of the Email Series database record. This number is assigned automatically by the Modular Mailer 

software. It is used for internal tracking purposes and cannot be edited. 

 

Email Series 

The name of each Email Series you have created in your store will be listed here. From this list, you can review 

which Series the customer are subscribed to, and make changes. 

 

Series Step 

Displays the specific Step of the Email Series the customer is on. The Step displayed here will be the next one the 

customer receives. If the customer is not subscribed to the Series, then Step 1 of the Series will be selected by 

default. 

 

Delivery Date 

Displays the date and time the next email message is scheduled to be delivered to the customer. If the customer is 

not subscribed to the Series, then today’s date and time will be displayed by default. 

 

Checkbox 

If the customer is currently subscribed to an Email Series then this checkbox will be selected.  

 

To terminate a customer’s subscription to a Series, deselect the corresponding checkbox and click the Update Email 

Series Subscriptions button.  

 

To subscribe a customer to a new Email Series, select the corresponding checkbox, set the desired date and time 

for delivery of the email, and click the Update Email Series Subscriptions button. 
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Additions to the Product Editor 

Modular Mailer adds options to the Product Editor for automatically subscribing and unsubscribing a customer to an 

Email Series when they purchase a product. The product editor can be accessed at: [Navigation Menu > Products > 

Search Products]. On the Search Products page, select a product and click the "e" Edit button. This will open the 

Product Editor. There are several brown tabs along the top of the Product Editor. Click the tab titled 

Autoresponders. 

 

The Autoresponders section of the Product Editor will include several options: 

 

 

 

Subscribe to Email Series 

This section will list all of the Email Series you've created. Select the checkbox for one or more series to subscribe 

the customer to them when this product is purchased. Deselect a previously selected checkbox to no longer 

subscribe the customer to that Series when the product is purchased.  

 

Unsubscribe from Email Series 

Below the subscribe options is another list of the Email Series you've created. This list is used to unsubscribe the 

customer from a Series they may already be subscribed to when they purchase this product. The unsubscribe 

function will automatically delete any Queued emails for this customer that are part of the selected Series, and will 

terminate the remaining Steps in that series from being triggered. 

 

Tip: Automated unsubscriptions can be useful if the purchase of this product makes any previous Email Series the 

customer was subscribed to obsolete. 
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Tutorial: Sending your first email to a group of customers 

This tutorial will walk through the process of creating a group of customers and then sending an email to them.  

Step 1: Search for customers that match your criteria. 

On the Search Customers page in the store's administration area, located at: [Navigation Menu > Customers > 

Search Customers], use either the Basic or Advanced search tools to locate a selection of customers. The 

customers that match your search criteria will be displayed in the Search Results section of the page. 

 

To compile a list of customers that match different searches, or are spread out among several pages of search 

results, select the checkbox for the desired customers and then click the Add to list of selected customers button. 

Clicking this button will add the selected customers to a temporary list. After those customers have been added to 

the list, more searches can be performed and the customers from those searches can be appended to the list of 

selected customers. 

 

 

Step 2: Add the list of selected customers to a Customer Group. 

If appending the selected customers to an existing Customer Group, use the options in section A in the image 

above. Select "Append to" from the first menu and the name of the Customer Group from the second menu. Click 

the Go button to add the list of customers to the Customer Group. Duplicates will be ignored. 

 

To create a new Customer Group containing the list of customers, enter the name of the new Customer Group in 

the text field in section B in the image above and click the corresponding Go button.  

 

The list of customers has now been added to the Customer Group. An email can now be sent to that group. 
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Step 3: Create an email template. 

Next, create the template that the email will use. Use the Email Template Editor in the Modular Mailer module, 

located in the store's administration area at: [Navigation Menu > Modules > Modular Mailer]. 

 

 

 

In the Email Template Editor section of the module's home page, select Create a NEW email message template 

from the menu, and click the Go to Template Editor button. This will load the Template Editor screen. 

 

In the Template Editor, enter the email message's information. This includes the From name and email address, 

and email addresses to be used for returns and error reporting. There is also a section for entering the email's 

Subject, and a Plain Text and/or HTML versions of the email message. Tracking and reporting options can also be 

selected. When all of these items have been completed, click the Save & Send an Email button to continue to the 

email delivery options. 

Step 4: Select the Customer Groups to send the email to. 

The email delivery section of the Template Editor will display several things. First is a copy of the email's Subject, 

addresses, Plain Text and HTML messages for review. If this content is correct, continue down the page to the next 

section, Select Recipients. 

 

 

 

This section of the tool will display two menus. The menu on the left, titled Unselected Customer Groups, will 

display all of the available Customer Groups in red text. These are the Customer Groups that will not receive this 

email message. The menu on the right, titled Recipients, will display all of the selected Customer Groups in green 

text. These are the Customer Groups that will receive this email message. 

 

To add Customer Groups to the Recipients list, follow these steps: 

1. Select one or more Customer Groups from the Unselected Customer Groups menu. (Hold the CTRL button 

to select multiple Customer Groups from this menu.) 

2. Click the ">>" button to move the selected Customer Groups from the Unselected Customer Groups menu 

to the Recipients menu. 

 

Use the "<<" button to move Customer Groups from the Recipients menu back to the Unselected Customer Groups 

menu. 
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Step 5: Schedule the email delivery date and send it. 

Now that the email message has been written and the groups of recipients have been selected, it's time to send 

the message! Below the Select Recipients options are the delivery options.   

 

 

 

Option 1: Send a Test Email 

To double-check the email message, enter an email address in the Send a Test Email field and click the Send Test 

Email button. A copy of the message addressed to the specified email will be added to the Email Delivery Queue, 

scheduled for immediate delivery. The test email should be generated within a matter of seconds. (Due to the 

nature of the Internet, it may take several minutes for the test email to arrive in your mailbox.)  

 

Tip: The Send a Test Email tool can be a handy way to quickly send an email to someone, since it bypasses the 

need for selecting a Customer Group. 

 

Option 2: Schedule Email Delivery 

To send the email to all of the customers in the selected Customer Groups, use the Month, Day, Year, Hour and 

Minute menus to select the desired delivery date. 

 

Tip: By default, these menus will be set to the current time when the page is loaded. Thus, it is not necessary to 

make any changes to these menus in order to send an email message immediately.  

 

After the desired delivery date has been selected, click the Save & Send an Email button. This button will schedule 

an email instance in the Email Delivery Queue for each customer in the selected Customer Groups. Customers that 

are included in more than one Customer Group will not be added to the Queue more than once for this email 

instance. 

Step 6: Email delivery continues automatically. 

After the email instances have been added to the Email Delivery Queue, Modular Mailer will automatically start 

delivering the emails. The delivery software typically scans the Queue for due messages every 15 minutes, and 

delivers a batch of emails that are due for delivery. The number of emails delivered in each batch may vary; 

because servers often throttle the amount of resources given to email delivery, to keep the server running at its 

tip-top capacity. 
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Tutorial: Creating an Email Series and attaching it to a Product 

Often, it can be useful to stay in contact with a customer after they have purchased a specific product. But who has 

the time to send a follow-up email to every customer that purchases a specific product? Not to mention 

remembering to send a follow-up email a certain number of days after the sale? And definitely not to mention 

sending a series of follow-up emails once a week starting a certain number of days after the sale? 

 

Fortunately, Modular Mailer automates this entire process for you. By creating an Email Series and attaching it to a 

product, a scheduled ongoing series of personalized follow-up emails will be delivered to the customer 

automatically. 

 

This tutorial walks through each step in the process of creating a series of email messages that will automatically 

be delivered to a customer over the course of several days after they purchase a certain product. 

Step 1: Create the group of Email Templates that will comprise the series 

The Series will automatically send email messages to the customer at future dates. Each of these emails will be 

built using an Email Template. Thus, the first step is to create a different Email Template for every message in the 

Series. Refer to the Email Template Editor and Tutorial: Sending Your First Email… sections of this manual for 

instructions on creating Email Templates. 

Step 2: Create an Email Series 

Next, create the Email Series that will generate the email messages. Use the Email Series Editor in the Modular 

Mailer module, located in the store's administration area at: [Navigation Menu > Modules > Modular Mailer]. 

 

 

 

In the Email Series Editor section of the module's home page, select Create a NEW Email Series from the menu, 

and click the Go to Series Editor button. This will load the Series Editor screen. 
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On the Email Series Editor screen, enter a name for the Series in the Series Name field. This name will only be 

displayed in your store's administration area. It will never be displayed to customers. Use a descriptive and unique 

name for the Series. 

 

 

 

The next step is to start attaching Email Templates to the Series. Email Templates are attached one at a time in 

the Series Steps section of the editor. 

 

When attaching the first Email Template to the Series, the Series Step will be displayed as "New". This will change 

to the number of the Series Step after it is saved.  

 

Select the desired Email Template from the Select Template menu.  

 

Use the Weeks, Days, Hours and Minutes menus to select the date this email will be delivered to the customer. The 

delivery date is based on the date the customer is subscribed to the Email Series. In this case, the customer will be 

subscribed to this Email Series when they purchase the product this Series will be attached to. Thus, if "15 

Minutes" is selected as the delivery date and the customer purchased the product at 1:00pm, then this email would 

be delivered to them at 1:15pm. 

 

Click the Save Changes to this Series button to save add the new Series Step to the Series. The page will reload, 

with this Step being listed as "Step 1". Another blank "New" Step will be listed at the bottom of the page. Repeat 

this procedure to continue adding Steps to the Email Series. 

 

When all of the Steps have been added to the Series and saved, it is time to attach the Email Series to a product. 
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Step 3: Attach the Email Series to a Product 

The Email Series will be attached to the selected product in the Product Editor screen. The product editor can be 

accessed at: [Navigation Menu > Products > Search Products]. On the Search Products page, select a product and 

click the "e" Edit button. This will open the Product Editor. There are several brown tabs along the top of the 

Product Editor. Click the tab titled Autoresponders. 

 

The Autoresponders section of the Product Editor will include several options: 

 

 

 

In the Subscribe to Email Series section of the page, select the checkbox for each Email Series the customer will 

become subscribed to when they purchase this product. The date the customer subscribes to the Series will be the 

day and time of their purchase of the product. The customer will start at Step 1 of the Email Series, and any 

additional Email Steps in the Series will be delivered according to their individual schedules. 

 

In the Unsubscribe to Email Series section of the page, select the checkbox for each Email Series the customer 

become unsubscribed to when they purchase this product. (If the customer is not already subscribed to the 

selected Series, then they will remain without a subscription to it.) Modular Mailer will process the unsubscribe 

rules after the subscribe rules. Therefore, if the same Series is selected in both the subscribe and unsubscribe 

sections, then the result to will that the customer will be unsubscribed from the Series. 
 

After the changes to the product have been saved, it is now ready to start generating automated follow-up emails 

according to the Email Series schedule. Let the electronic correspondence begin! 
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Email Message QuickCode Tags 
Following is a list of the selection of QuickCode Tags that are compatible with Modular Mailer email templates. 

These QuickCode Tags can be used in the email template's Subject, Plain Text message and HTML Message. The 

QuickCode Tags will be translated into the same content no matter which of these three locations they are used in. 

(ie: You should expect the same results in any location. HTML markup won't be added to the content a QuickCode 

Tag is translated into when it's used in the HTML version of the email message.) 
 

{CUSTOMER-SID} 

Will display in email messages as the System ID (SID) number of the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-EMAIL}    

Will display in email messages as the email address associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-PASSWORD}       

Will display in email messages as the password associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-FIRST-NAME} 

Will display in email messages as the customer’s first name. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-LAST-NAME} 

Will display in email messages as the customer’s last name. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-ADDRESS-1} 

Will display in email messages as the first line of the billing address associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-ADDRESS-2} 

Will display in email messages as the second line of the customer’s billing address (if any). 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-CITY} 

Will display in email messages as the city associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-STATE-ISO} 

Will display the two-character ISO code for the state associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-ZIP} 

Will display in email messages as the zip code associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-BILL-COUNTRY-ISO}   

Will display the two-character ISO code of the billing country associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-PHONE-NUMBER} 
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Will display in email messages as the area code and phone number associated with the customer’s store account. 

Will be formatted as: (555) 555-5555 

{CUSTOMER-ACTIVE} 

If the customer’s store account is active, this will QuickCode Tag will display “Yes”. Otherwise, “No” will be 

displayed. 

 

{CUSTOMER-CUSTOM-X} 

Replace “X” with a number between 1 and 10. This QuickCode Tag will display the contents of the the 

corresponding Custom Field associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{CUSTOMER-HAS-TAB} 

If the customer’s store account has a credit line, this will QuickCode Tag will display “Yes”. Otherwise, “No” will be 

displayed. 

 

{CUSTOMER-TAB-TERMS} 

Will display the number of number of days in the billing cycle associated with the customer’s store account (if any). 

 

{CUSTOMER-TAB-LIMIT} 

Will display the total dollar value of the customer’s credit line (if any). 

 

{CUSTOMER-TAX-EXEMPT} 

If the customer’s store account is tax exempt, this will QuickCode Tag will display “Yes”. Otherwise, “No” will be 

displayed. 

 

{CUSTOMER-CREATE-DATE} 

The date the customer’s store account was created. Displayed in “January 1, 2008” format. 

 

{CUSTOMER-EDIT-DATE} 

The date the customer’s store account was most recently modified. Displayed in “January 1, 2008” format. 

 

{CUSTOMER-NEWS} 

Will display in email messages as the “customer news” associated with the customer’s store account. (If any.) Any 

HTML tags present in the customer news will be removed prior to being inserted in the email Subject and the Plain 

Text version of the email message. 

 

{CUSTOMER-IP}  

Will display in email messages as the IP address associated with the customer’s store account. 

 

{EMAIL-UNSUBSCRIBE-URL} 

Will display in email messages as the URL for the customer to unsubscribe from your store’s mailing list. The URL 

will include a unique, encrypted unsubscribe ID number specific to that customer. 
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Additional Resources 
 

For additional assistance, be sure to check the Modular Merchant forum at: 

http://forums.modularmerchant.com/ 

 

The complete list of QuickCode Tags, including definitions & tutorials on each, is available in the QuickCode Tag 

online glossary at: 

http://www.modularmerchant.com/quickcode/ 

 

Third-Party service for checking your email messages against various email services and spam filters: 

http://www.campaignmonitor.com/testing/ 

 

Third-Party Articles on HTML Email: 

http://www.sitepoint.com/article/principles-beautiful-html-email 

http://www.sitepoint.com/article/code-html-email-newsletters/ 

http://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/archives/2007/04/a_guide_to_css_support_in_emai_2.html 
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Modular Merchant Terms of Service 
 

Modular Merchant 

 

Developed by 

Stepping Stone Media, LLC 

1126 Gateway Loop 

STE 118 

Springfield, OR 97477  

 

www.ModularMerchant.com 

support@modularmerchant.com 

 

This document and the software described by this document are copyright 2001-2007 by Stepping Stone Media, 

LLC. All rights reserved. Use of the software described herein may only be done in accordance with the License 

Agreement provided with the software. This document may not be reproduced in full or partial form except for the 

purpose of using the software described herein in accordance with the License Agreement provided with the 

software. Information in this document is subject to change without notice. Companies, names and data used in 

the examples herein are fictitious unless otherwise noted. 

 

Modular Merchant is a trademark of Stepping Stone Media, LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their 

respective owners. This document was developed and produced in Eugene, Oregon, USA. 

 

STEPPING STONE MEDIA, A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR (A) ANY BUG, ERROR, 

OMISSION, DEFECT, DEFICIENCY, OR NONCONFORMITY IN SOFTWARE OR THIS DOCUMENTATION; (B) IMPLIED 

MERCHANTIBILITY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUPOSE; (C) IMPLIED WARRANTY RELATING TO COURSE OF 

DEALING, OR USAGE OF TRADE OR ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY WHATSOEVER; (D) CLAIM OF 

INFRINGEMENT; (E) CLAIM IN TORT, WHTHER OR NOT ARISING IN WHOLE OR PART FROM STEPPING STONE 

MEDIA, LLC’S FAULT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OR PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR (F) CLAIM FOR ANY DIRECT, 

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR LOSS OF DATA, REVENUE, LICENSEES 

GOODWILL, OR USE. IN NO CASE SHALL STEPPING STONE MEDIA LLC’S LIABILITY EXCEED THE PRICE THAT 

LICENSEE PAID FOR MODULAR MERCHANT SOFTWARE LICENSE. 

 

Use of this documentation and software implies acknowledgement and acceptance of the Modular Merchant Terms 

of Service agreement. This Terms of Service agreement is available online at: 

http://www.ModularMerchant.com/TOS/ 


